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HOW THE 1 PERCENT PAYS TAXES, HOW THE 99 PERCENT COULD: THE SUBCHAPTER T WORKER COOPERATIVE TAX LOOPHOLE

Michael Haber*

The ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution granted Congress the right to tax income “from whatever source derived.” Since its inception, the tax code has become long and complicated, filled with broad taxation rules and innumerable exceptions. Over time, the tax code has been amended with the stated purpose of promoting “fairness, efficiency, and enforceability.” However, the complexity of the tax code has led to abuse of “tax loopholes” by wealthy taxpayers who want to avoid paying their fair share of taxes. While abuse is likely to continue, as legislators remain intent on lowering taxes on the wealthy, there exists a “tax loophole” that can benefit the working class. Subchapter T of the Tax Code provides that worker cooperatives, businesses that are jointly owned by their workers, can pass through their income to their worker-owners in the form of patronage dividends, avoiding the entity level taxes that corporations are generally required to pay. However, the IRS has maintained that worker cooperatives must pay their worker-owners a “reasonable salary,” subject to payroll taxes, rather than allowing worker-owners to be paid their entire salaries as patronage dividends to circumvent payroll taxes. This Note argues that the IRS has incorrectly interpreted Subchapter T of the tax code, as Subchapter T allows worker cooperatives to avoid corporate taxes at the entity level and allows worker-owners to avoid payroll taxes on their entire income by structuring their salaries as patronage dividends. Further, this Note argues that, as a matter of policy, the IRS ought to endorse this understanding of Subchapter T, as offering tax incentives to worker cooperatives will benefit the working class.
INTRODUCTION

Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code (the “tax code”) addresses the tax treatment of worker cooperatives and their patrons.¹ Worker cooperatives are businesses that are jointly owned, operated, and governed by their workers.² Rather than profits being shared by a few wealthy partners, worker cooperatives divide profits between all of the cooperative’s workers in the form of patronage dividends, making each worker an owner of the worker cooperative (“worker-owners”).³ Worker cooperatives are more attractive than traditional business models to the average worker because they promote profit sharing, worker

---

¹ J.D. Candidate, Brooklyn Law School, 2018; B.S. in Accounting, CUNY Brooklyn College, 2014. Thank you to my wife, Lori, my parents, Jerry and Naomi, and my siblings and friends for all of your love, support, and encouragement. Thank you to Professor Ted De Barbieri for introducing me to worker cooperative law and for helping me with edits along the way. Thank you to the Journal of Law and Policy executive board and staff, most notably Kristen Kennedy, Jamie Kautz, and James Allen for your countless hours spent editing and advising.

² Sustainable Economies Law Center & Eastbay Community Law Center, Think Outside the Boss: How to Create a Worker–Owned Business, Co–OP LAW 1 (7th ed., 2016), https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_rgt0QdUXbypnpr3dhYzdWNnc/view [hereinafter Think Outside the Boss].

³ See Bianca Wythe, A Fair Share: Worker Cooperatives and the Growth of Shared Capitalism, COMMUNITY–WEALTH (Feb. 5, 2015), https://community-wealth.org/content/fair-share-worker-cooperatives-and-growth-shared-capitalism (discussing how worker cooperatives “have long been regarded by advocates as the most equitable, profit–sharing model”); see also I.R.C. § 1388 (a) (defining what constitutes a “patronage dividend”); Patronage & Tax, CO–OP LAW.ORG, http://www.co-oplaw.org/finances-tax/patronage/#Explanation_of_How_Money_Flows_Through_a_Cooperative (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (noting that if there is any surplus at the end of an accounting period that “[u]nlke in a regular corporation, the surplus distributed is not based on ownership interest but on patronage.”).
Recognizing the benefits of worker cooperatives, the tax code treats these entities more favorably than traditional businesses. Generally, patronage dividends received by worker-owners are exempt from entity-level taxes, also known as corporate taxes, allowing worker cooperatives to operate as “pass-through” business entities, passing the income of the company to worker-owners without an additional tax burden. However, the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), the government agency tasked with enforcing the tax code, has maintained that worker-owners acting as employees for worker cooperatives must be paid traditional salaries and pay payroll taxes on their salaries, rather than allowing worker-owners to treat their entire income as patronage dividends to avoid payroll taxes.

---

4 See Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2.
6 Patronage dividends are amounts paid to worker-owners for the value that they provide to their respective worker cooperatives. I.R.C. § 1388. The Code states that patronage dividends must be paid (1) to worker-owners “on the basis” of the amount of value that they provide to the cooperative, (2) under obligation from the worker cooperative that existed prior to receiving the income, and (3) from net earnings of the worker cooperative from work done with worker-owners. Id. Patronage dividends operate as a profit sharing mechanism, offering worker-owners a percentage of the worker cooperative’s annual net earnings, determined prior to the taxable year, based on the value that they provide to the worker cooperative. See id.
8 Bruce Mayer, Patronage Dividends: A Primer, COOPERATIVE GROCER NETWORK (July 14, 2009), http://www.grocer.coop/articles/patronage-dividends-primer.
9 Gregory R. Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends from Worker Cooperatives: Are They Subject to Employment Tax?, GWILSON.COM 1 (2008), http://www.gwilson.com/documents/Article4(PatronageDivTax).pdf [hereinafter Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends]; Gregory Wilson, Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?, CUTTING EDGE COUNSEL
code, worker-owners must receive a weekly salary, subject to payroll taxes and a separate annual patronage dividend, not subject to payroll taxes. This is problematic, as the IRS has inserted meaning into the tax code that is not otherwise present by forcing worker-owners to be paid a “reasonable salary,” subject to payroll taxes, thus compelling an unwarranted tax burden on worker cooperatives and their worker-owners.

The IRS’ insistence that worker-owners must pay payroll taxes on their weekly salaries, rather than allowing worker-owners to treat all of their income as patronage dividends, is problematic. When read correctly, Subchapter T of the tax code does not prohibit the treatment of all worker-owner income as patronage dividends. To the contrary, a correct reading of Subchapter T allows worker-owners of worker cooperatives to treat their entire income earned through the worker cooperative as patronage dividends, as Subchapter T does not include a requirement that worker-owners be paid a salary. Subchapter T exempts patronage dividends paid to worker-owners of worker cooperatives from payroll taxes and does not restrict the amount of patronage dividends paid to them, creating an opportunity for worker-owners to be paid their entire salaries as patronage dividends.

(June 30, 2009), http://cuttingedgecounsel.com/patronage/ [hereinafter Wilson, Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?].

10 See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 3–6 (discussing self-employment tax and taxation of patronage dividends in the context of worker cooperatives and the IRS’ lack of clarity in its application to worker cooperatives); see also discussion infra Section II.C.

11 Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 6 (discussing how where “an employee-member of a cooperative...is not paid market rate compensation separately from any patronage dividend” a claim, undue current law, that “his or her patronage dividends is not subject to self-employment tax” will be “weak” and the IRS is “challenging this position.”).

12 Id. at 1.


14 See generally id. (making no mention of a reasonable salary requirement).

15 See I.R.C. 1385(c)(1)(A)(i).

16 See generally I.R.C. §§ 1381–1383, 1385 (offering no restriction on the amount of patronage dividends one can receive).

17 Id.; see discussion infra Part III.
Nevertheless, the IRS has refused to acknowledge this as a legitimate tax loophole.\textsuperscript{18} Instead, they have insisted that worker-owners must pay payroll taxes on their salaries,\textsuperscript{19} placing an undue burden\textsuperscript{20} on worker-owners of worker cooperatives by prohibiting them from legally reducing their tax burden.\textsuperscript{21}

This Note argues that the IRS has incorrectly interpreted Subchapter T of the tax code, as Subchapter T allows worker cooperatives to avoid corporate taxes at the entity level\textsuperscript{22} and allows worker-owners to avoid payroll taxes on their \textit{entire income} by structuring their salaries as patronage dividends.\textsuperscript{23} Further, this Note argues that, as a matter of policy, the IRS ought to endorse this understanding of Subchapter T, as offering tax incentives to worker cooperatives will undoubtedly benefit the working class by offering a tax haven for workers.\textsuperscript{24}

Part I of this Note discusses tax code policies and their impact on our taxation system, analyzing differences in the taxation of various types of businesses, employees, and income. Part II discusses worker cooperatives and why their benefits merit special tax treatment. This Part also explains Subchapter T of the tax code and discusses how the IRS and the United States Tax Court (“Tax Court”)\textsuperscript{25} have interpreted Subchapter T, offering an alternative

\textsuperscript{18} Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends}, supra note 9; Wilson, \textit{Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?}, supra note 9.

\textsuperscript{19} Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends}, supra note 9; Wilson, \textit{Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?}, supra note 9.

\textsuperscript{20} Forcing worker-owners to be paid a weekly salary requires them to pay payroll taxes on income that, if treated as a patronage dividend, would be exempt from payroll taxes. See Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends}, supra note 9, at 2.

\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{22} Since patronage dividends “shall not be taken into account” in a worker cooperative’s gross income, paying all worker-owners in patronage dividends will result in the ability to avoid corporate taxes. I.R.C. § 1382 (b)(1) (2012).

\textsuperscript{23} See generally Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends}, supra note 9; see also discussion infra Part III.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Think Outside the Boss}, supra note 2, at 81.

\textsuperscript{25} “The United States Tax Court is a court of record established by Congress under Article I of the U.S. Constitution. When the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has determined a tax deficiency, the taxpayer may dispute the deficiency in the Tax Court before paying any disputed amount.” \textit{About the
explanation that will allow worker-owners to treat all their income as patronage dividends to avoid payroll taxes (the “Subchapter T tax loophole”). Part III provides policy support for the Subchapter T tax loophole, juxtaposing worker-owners with wealthy taxpayers and arguing that worker-owners deserve equitable tax treatment. Finally, Part IV addresses the counter argument that worker-owners are either employees or independent contractors and offers an alternative solution to the problem. This Note concludes with a plea to the IRS to recognize the Subchapter T tax loophole and to allow worker cooperatives to avoid payroll taxes.

I. THE TAX CODE: POLICY CONCERNS AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES

A. Policies Behind the Tax Code and How They Fail

The Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution states that “Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived.” With this power, Congress enacted the Internal Revenue Code to govern federal tax law. Although the tax code was a short and simple document when enacted in 1913, it has become long and complicated over

---

26 U.S. CONST. amend. XVI.
28 See The Growing Complexity of the U.S. Federal Tax Code, POLITICAL CALCULATIONS (Mar. 11, 2010), http://politicalcalculations.blogspot.com/2010/03/growing-complexity-of-us-federal-tax.html#WD244pMrJ–U (noting that “[when the] U.S. implemented the income tax in 1913 “the entire federal tax could have been contained in a single 400 page textbook”, but as of 2010, “the code has ballooned to be 71,864 pages in length.”).
time. As of April 2016, the tax code is comprised of 74,608 pages.

The tax code has become long and complicated because it is not simply a tool to raise revenue; the tax code’s core purpose is to promote goals “including fairness, efficiency, and enforceability.” However, due to its complexity, the tax code is filled with technicalities that allow individuals and businesses to “avoid the scope” of the tax law “without directly violating the law.” Technicalities that allow individuals and businesses to legally avoid paying taxes are known as tax loopholes. Though tax loopholes are not illegal, they are controversial because individuals and businesses that exploit tax loopholes are believed to be circumventing the spirit of tax law. Tax loopholes are a highly divisive topic as they often benefit affluent taxpayers and large corporations, even when they were intended to benefit small

29 See id.; see also Derek Thompson, The Tax Code Is a Complicated, Horrible Mess Because We Like It That Way, THE ATLANTIC (Apr. 18, 2012), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/04/the-tax-code-is-a-complicated-horrible-mess-because-we-like-it-that-way/256094/ (“The irony is that the tax code is complicated because we want it to be complicated . . . [t]hat’s democracy for you.”).


33 Id.

businesses and less-affluent taxpayers at the time they were enacted.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, rather than promoting “fairness, efficiency, and enforceability,”\textsuperscript{36} the tax code often has the reverse effect.\textsuperscript{37}

Though lawmakers claim that the complexity of the tax law is necessary to promote policy goals of fairness and equality,\textsuperscript{38} the tax code is complex, in part, because special interest groups lobby lawmakers to amend the tax code in their favor.\textsuperscript{39} Because politicians require funding to run political campaigns\textsuperscript{40} and wealthy individuals and corporations readily donate to politicians who will serve their specific interests, politicians are often beholden to special interest groups.\textsuperscript{41} This system of political


\textsuperscript{36} Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System, supra note 31.

\textsuperscript{37} See Berr, supra note 35.

\textsuperscript{38} See Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System, supra note 31 (“Most people believe taxes should be fair, conducive to economic prosperity, and enforceable, as well as simple . . . [however because] people who agree on these goals often disagree above the relative importance of each . . . policies usually represent a balance among [these] competing goals, and simplicity often loses out to other priorities.”).

\textsuperscript{39} See id. (noting that “[i]nterest groups—and thus politicians—support tax subsidies for particular groups or activities” which “inevitably complicate the tax system . . . ”).


\textsuperscript{41} Elias Isquith, “The Interests of the Wealthy”: How the Rich Control Politicians — Even More Than You Think, SALON (Feb. 27, 2015), http://www.salon.com/2015/02/27/the_interests_of_the_wealthy_how_the_rich_control_politicians_even_more_than_you_think/. A small group of wealthy voters contribute most of the funding for political campaigns. See Nicholas Confessore et al., The Families Funding the 2016 Presidential Election, NY TIMES: POLITICS (Oct. 10, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/11/us/politics/2016-presidential-election-supervpac-donors.html (noting, for example, that “[i]ust 158 families, along with companies they own or control, contributed $176 million in the first phase of the [2016 presidential] campaign.”). Those who donate such large quantities of money to politicians generally support candidates who have pledged to serve their unique interests
campaign funding has led to many tax loopholes that are predominantly beneficial to wealthy taxpayers.\textsuperscript{42} For example, wealthy taxpayers are uniquely able to take advantage of the capital gains tax,\textsuperscript{43} the home mortgage interest deduction,\textsuperscript{44} and carried interest,\textsuperscript{45} among others.\textsuperscript{46}

The capital gains tax rate allows taxpayers to pay a 0 to 20 percent tax rate on income from investments, as opposed to an ordinary personal income tax rate of 30 to 40 percent.\textsuperscript{47} A commonly-cited reason for the capital gains tax loophole is that it encourages investment, which, in turn, stimulates economic growth.\textsuperscript{48} However, taxpayers with lower income often spend most of their money paying their living expenses and do not have

\begin{itemize}
\item such as “cut[ting] taxes on income, capital gains and inheritances; and shrink[ing] entitlement programs.” Id.
\item See Bell, supra note 34 (discussing how tax loopholes, such as the capital gains tax rate, enables the wealthy to “pay substantially lower overall tax rates”).
\item Jay MacDonald, 5 Deductions That Favor the Rich, BANKRATE, http://www.bankrate.com/finance/taxes/tax-deductions-favor-rich-1.aspx (last visited Nov. 29, 2017). “Capital gains” derive from the sale of investments such as stocks and bonds. Id.
\item Id.
\item MacDonald, supra note 43 (explaining that retirement savings and charitable deductions are other tax benefits that disproportionately aid the rich).
\end{itemize}
surplus money to invest, resulting in tax treatment that is only beneficial to affluent taxpayers. Tax loopholes that exclusively benefit the rich create a system at odds with stated policy goals such as fairness and efficiency. If the tax code is supposed to provide a fair and efficient system of taxation, the tax system must be fair and efficient for all Americans.

Though there has been a long national conversation about closing tax loopholes and changing policies that benefit wealthy taxpayers, and though many scholars and lobbyists argue for a

---

49 See Bell, supra note 34 (noting that most people in the lower income tax brackets of 10 and 15 percent “don’t have a lot, if any, cash left over to invest after paying their bills.”). In fact, while approximately 51 percent of high income taxpayers report capital gains, only approximately 11 percent of taxpayers earning less than $200,000 annually report any capital gains. These figures demonstrate that high income taxpayers disproportionately benefit from the capital gains tax loophole. Angie Drobnic Holan, *Mostly, Higher Incomes Pay Capital Gains Tax*, POLITIFACT (Jun. 11, 2008), http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2008/jun/11/republican-national-committee-republican/mostly-higher-incomes-pay-capital-gains-tax/. These figures demonstrate that high income taxpayers disproportionately benefit from the capital gains tax loophole. *Id.*

50 See Bell, supra note 34 (noting that the capital gains tax is largely beneficial to the “really rich” since “they tend to make most of their money via investments instead of standard paychecks” so unlike “ordinary taxpayers [who] pay tax on their earnings at ordinary income tax rates up to 35 percent . . . most of their money is [instead] taxed at 15 percent.”). In addition to the capital gains loophole, there are many similar tax loopholes that are uniquely beneficial to the rich. See also Noam Scheiber & Patricia Cohen, *For the Wealthiest, a Private Tax System That Saves Them Billions*, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 29, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/30/business/economy/for-the-wealthiest-private-tax-system-saves-them-billions.html (describing how the rich have “used their influence to steadily whittle away at the government’s ability to tax them . . . [creating] a kind of private tax system, catering to only several thousand Americans” and that they benefit from many loopholes in the tax code).

51 See generally IRS Strategic Plan 2005–2009, supra note 31 (articulating the goals of the IRS in serving taxpayers including efficiency and fairness).

complete overhaul of the tax system,\textsuperscript{53} the process required to close tax loopholes is complex and political.\textsuperscript{54} More importantly, President Donald Trump does not seem to take middle class tax reform seriously.\textsuperscript{55} During his 2016 presidential campaign, Mr.

\textsuperscript{53} See, e.g., Eric Toder, \textit{The U.S. Needs Tax Reform, Not Tax Cuts}, HARV. BUS. REV. (Aug. 22, 2017) https://hbr.org/2017/08/the-u-s-needs-tax-reform-not-tax-cuts (noting that the “tax system is badly in need of tax reform”); see also Naomi Jagoda, \textit{Tax Reform Push Sparks Lobbying Frenzy}, THE HILL (Nov. 27, 2016) http://thehill.com/policy/finance/307410-tax-reform-push-sparks-lobbying-frenzy (noting that the “Republicans’ push for moving tax reform legislation in 2017 has set off a lobbying frenzy” and that some groups who “have long sought tax changes […] are excited to make the case for their priorities to be included in legislation.”); \textit{Federal Tax System Seen in Need of an Overhaul}, P\textsc{ew}R\textsc{esearch}C\textsc{enter} (Mar. 19, 2015), http://www.peoplepress.org/2015/03/19/federal-tax-system-seen-in-need-of-overhaul/ (noting that “[t]he public sees the nation’s tax system as deeply flawed.”).

\textsuperscript{54} See Chad Stone, \textit{Pols Be Warned: Closing Tax Loopholes Will Be Tough}, U.S. NEWS (Oct. 18, 2012), https://www.usnews.com/opinion/economic-intelligence/2012/10/18/closing-tax-loopholes-to-reduce-the-deficit-is-tough-but-necessary (discussing the political, technical, and administrative challenges that will make it difficult to close tax loopholes).

Trump was criticized for using tax loopholes to avoid tax liability. 56 Mr. Trump responded that his ability to avoid tax liability made him smart, ignoring the notion that tax avoidance by wealthy individuals is inequitable and detrimental to our tax system. 57 Though the President supports legislative tax reform, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act that he has signed into law focuses on comprehensive corporate tax cuts, rather than tax cuts for middle class individuals. 58 Based on the complex process needed to close tax loopholes, 59 the President’s cavalier approach to tax loopholes, 60 and the new tax bill that will primarily benefit corporations, 61 it is unlikely that loopholes that benefit wealthy taxpayers will change anytime soon. Therefore, finding a tax loophole that can help those who are less affluent—Americans who work hard and make a modest living, those who the tax code is “intended” to protect—is a noble task of paramount relevance. 62 By utilizing the Subchapter T loophole, working-class Americans


59 See Stone, supra note 54 (discussing the political, technical, and administrative challenges that will make it difficult to close tax loopholes).

60 See Jordan, supra note 55 (discussing implications of Trump’s comment that not paying federal taxes made him smart).

61 See Matthews, supra note 58.

62 See discussion infra Section IV.A (arguing that the tax code is abused by taxpayers it was not intended to benefit and that the IRS should allow lower income taxpayers to benefit from policies that were intended to benefit them).
can limit their tax liability by classifying their income as dividends not subject to payroll taxes.\textsuperscript{63}

\textit{B. Variations in Business Entity Taxation and Income}

The United States government earns revenue through taxes imposed by the tax code.\textsuperscript{64} The tax code can be described as having two separate buckets of revenue: the federal income tax bucket, which funds a vast array of government programs spanning “education to defense,”\textsuperscript{65} and the payroll tax bucket, which funds “dedicated programs” including Medicare, social security, and unemployment, among others.\textsuperscript{66} When employers pay their employees’ wages, the tax code mandates that they deduct a percentage of employee income for payroll taxes.\textsuperscript{67} Similarly, those who work for themselves, rather than for an employer, must set aside self-employment taxes on their income.\textsuperscript{68}

Though the tax code’s buckets are easily defined, there are complicated rules and exceptions about who is required to pay taxes into each bucket and how much.\textsuperscript{69} There is constant debate

\textsuperscript{63} See discussion infra Part III.


\textsuperscript{65} Thompson, supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{66} Id; see Payroll Taxes Explained, ALL BUSINESS, https://www.allbusiness.com/payroll-taxes-explained-672-1.html (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (providing a general explanation of how payroll taxes work).

\textsuperscript{67} I.R.C. § 3103–3102; See Payroll Taxes Explained, supra note 66 (“Employers are responsible for withholding taxes from employees’ paychecks, sending them to the proper government agencies, and other employer tax obligations.”).


\textsuperscript{69} See Understanding Employment Taxes, IRS, https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/understanding-employment-taxes (last updated Sept. 15, 2017) (providing general explanation of what an employer is required to withhold as payroll tax for the various dedicated programs). The IRS’ website has many links and articles discussing who must pay payroll taxes.
regarding the amount that corporations should contribute to government revenues, some arguing that the government should only tax natural persons and keep out of the zone of business.\textsuperscript{70} However, the tax code requires businesses to pay their “fair share” of taxes, though different business entities are taxed at distinctive rates and are offered varying benefits based on their social costs and benefits.\textsuperscript{71} For example, ordinary corporations are taxed at the entity level, meaning that their profits are taxed prior to being distributed to shareholders,\textsuperscript{72} and are then taxed when shareholders report the profits as income.\textsuperscript{73} By contrast, small businesses are often entitled to pass all their income to shareholders,\textsuperscript{74} thereby


\textsuperscript{70} See Christopher Beam, \textit{Why Do We Tax Corporations?}, \textsc{Slate} (Oct. 17, 2017), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/explainer/2008/10/why_do_we_tax_corporations.html (presenting arguments for and against the corporate tax).


\textsuperscript{72} Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System, supra note 31; see also I.R.C. § 11 (2012) (“A tax is hereby imposed for each taxable year on the taxable income of every corporation.”); Corporate and LLC Taxation Compared, LLC Made Easy (Aug. 28, 2016), http://llc-made-easy.com/llc-and-corporate-tax.html (noting that “[a] corporation is subject [to] what is called an ‘entity level’ tax . . . [which] means that the corporation pays taxes itself, as if it were a person”).

\textsuperscript{73} See Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System, supra note 31.

\textsuperscript{74} Subchapter S Corporations, IRS, https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/s-corporations (last updated Oct. 6, 2017) (“S corporations are corporations that elect to pass corporate income, losses, deductions, and credits through to their shareholders for federal tax purposes.”). Specifically, the tax code provides pass through status to businesses that qualify for Subchapter S tax treatment. \textit{Id.} Subchapter S companies must: (1) “[b]e a
avoiding paying taxes separately from their shareholders.\textsuperscript{75} Similarly, Subchapter T worker cooperatives are generally allowed to pass their surplus income\textsuperscript{76} to worker-owners in the form of patronage dividends, in order to avoid most entity-level taxes.\textsuperscript{77} These distinctions between business entities are important, as they affect the amount of money that companies, shareholders, and employees must pay in income taxes.\textsuperscript{78}

Similarly, confusion arises regarding payroll taxes when defining who is an employee and the type of income that is subject to payroll or self-employment taxes. While income earned through one’s job is generally subject to payroll taxes,\textsuperscript{79} there are various forms of income that one can earn that are exempt from payroll or self-employment taxes.\textsuperscript{80} For example, interest income is exempt from self-employment taxes unless it is received in the course of business.\textsuperscript{81} Specifically, “[d]ividends on securities aren’t self-employment income unless you’re a dealer in securities.”\textsuperscript{82} With reference to self-employment taxes, the tax code states, “there shall

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{75} See id.; \textit{Choose a Business Structure}, supra note 71 (noting that S corps allow profits, and some losses, to be passed through directly to owners’ personal income without ever being subject to corporate tax rates).
\item \textsuperscript{76} See \textit{Patronage & Tax}, supra note 3 (noting that at the end of an accounting period a “cooperative’s accountant determines whether there is any surplus”; and, if so, the board has the option of “distribut[ing] the surplus to the members” of the cooperative). This Note argues that worker-owners should not be paid salaries, rather they should be paid their income as patronage dividends, causing their salaries to be part of the cooperative’s surplus income and allowing more income to pass through. \textit{See} discussion \textit{infra} Part III.
\item \textsuperscript{77} Mayer, supra note 8.
\item \textsuperscript{78} \textit{Selecting a Business Structure}, supra note 71; \textit{Choose a Business Structure}, supra note 71.
\item \textsuperscript{79} I.R.C. § 3102 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{81} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{82} Id.
\end{itemize}
be excluded dividends on any share of stock, and interest on any bond, debenture, note, or certificate . . . in registered form by any corporation . . . unless such dividends and interest are received in the course of a trade or business as a dealer in stocks or securities." 83 These exceptions to payroll and self-employment taxes raise questions about what sort of dividends are “received in the course of a trade or business” 84 and about what sort of income can be treated as a dividend to avoid payroll and self-employment taxes. 85 The need to resolve this perplexity becomes increasingly relevant as the controversy over how to define employees and contractors becomes more complicated.

Based on general tax policy, it would seem that patronage dividends earned by worker-owners of worker cooperatives in the ordinary course of business ought to be subject to payroll taxes. 86 However, since the tax code exempts taxable income from worker cooperatives 87 the IRS has conceded that they are exempt from payroll taxes, 88 and the tax code strongly implies that they are exempt from payroll taxes, 89 patronage dividends are, at least at times, exempt. Though other portions of the tax code suggest that dividends “received in the ordinary course of business” are subject to self-employment taxes, 90 Subchapter T specifically exempts patronage dividends earned by worker-owners from payroll taxes, 91 allowing for the formation of the Subchapter T loophole.

84 See id.
86 See Tax Trails–Self Employment Income, supra note 80.
88 Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9.
89 See I.R.C. § 1388 (c)(1)(B) (2011) (suggesting that the effective tax rate of patronage dividends will not exceed 20%).
91 See discussion infra Part III.
II. WORKER COOPERATIVES AND THEIR TAX TREATMENT

A. Worker Cooperatives Explained

The confusion that arises in the worker cooperative tax environment can partially be explained by examining the ways in which worker cooperatives differ from publicly-traded companies and other corporations. Stock in publicly-traded companies is available for purchase on the open market and may be freely traded by individuals and enterprises alike. Publicly-traded companies are primarily concerned with profit maximization, as investors hope to receive a financial return. By contrast, worker cooperatives are business entities owned, operated, and governed by their own workers. Members of worker cooperatives “gain admission [to a worker cooperative] through a buy-in” and become shareholders and employees of the company. In addition to maximizing profits, worker cooperatives try to ensure that their business meets the needs of its workers by “paying fair wages, providing a sustainable livelihood, investing in the local community, and promoting a healthy environment” for worker-owners. Based on their diverse goals and humanistic approach to conducting

---

92 See What’s the Difference Between Publicly- and Privately-Held Companies, INVESTOPEDIA, http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/162.asp?lg=rira-baseline-vertical (last updated May 10, 2017) (noting that “[a] public company [ ] is a company that has sold all or a portion of itself to the public [ ] meaning shareholders have claim to part of the company’s assets and profits . . . [and] its trading on a U.S. stock exchange.”).

93 See The Goals of a Business, LUMEN, https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-business/chapter/what-is-a-business/ (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (noting that “the main purpose of a business is to maximize profits for its owners, and in the case of a publicly-traded company, the stockholders are its owners.”).


96 Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2.

97 Id.
business, worker cooperatives provide a superior business model to that of corporations focused on profits at the expense of socially-responsible goals.

Businesses that operate as worker cooperatives provide many social benefits to their communities. First, worker cooperatives offer their workers economic independence. Rather than simply working for a paycheck at the end of the week, worker-owners are incentivized to add value to their worker cooperative by working hard and being productive, as they are all owners of the company that they work for. While worker-owners receive a paycheck for their work, surplus earnings of the worker cooperative are split between worker-owners based on a patronage system. When a worker cooperative determines its surplus for the year, surplus earnings are split equitably between worker-owners, or patrons, “based on factors such as hours worked or value of work provided.”

Worker cooperatives usually determine a worker-owner’s patronage dividend by calculating the percentage of his hours worked in relation to the total hours worked by all worker-owners, and multiplying that percentage by the total surplus earnings of the

---

98 Id.
100 Worker Ownership, UNITED STATES FEDERATION OF WORKER COOPERATIVES, https://usworker.coop/what-is-a-worker-cooperative/ (last visited Nov. 29, 2017).
101 Id.
102 Semuels, supra note 94.
104 Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 1. Individual worker cooperatives can choose to split profits equitably, reinvest the surplus to grow the business, or spend the surplus on other things. Worker Cooperatives, CULTIVATE.COOP, http://cultivate.coop/wiki/Worker_Coopers (last updated Mar. 2, 2016, 9:00 AM). The important factor to consider is that whatever a worker cooperative decides to do with its surplus is decided by a vote of the worker-owners, giving them the economic independence that traditional workers are not afforded. Id.
worker cooperative.\textsuperscript{105} Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of this equation using a worker cooperative with a total surplus of $1 million and 80,000 total hours worked by all worker-owners.\textsuperscript{106} It also demonstrates the difference in the patronage dividends received by two different worker-owners, one of whom worked 2,000 hours and the other 1,500 hours.

**Figure 2.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Surplus</th>
<th>Total Hours Worked By all Worker-owners</th>
<th>Individual Hours Worked</th>
<th>Patronage Dividend = (Individual’s Hours/Total Hours) X Total Surplus</th>
<th>Individual’s Patronage Dividend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>((2,000/80,000)) X $1,000,000</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>((1,500/80,000)) X $1,000,000</td>
<td>$18,750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown above, the patronage dividend that worker-owners receive is directly related to their worker cooperative’s success in the past year and the value that each worker-owner adds to the worker cooperative.\textsuperscript{107} This process encourages worker-owners to work hard and care about their jobs, as they stand to benefit immensely from their cooperative’s financial success.\textsuperscript{108}

Furthermore, the worker cooperative business model can limit the wage gap between members of society.\textsuperscript{109} As opposed to

\textsuperscript{105} How Worker Co–ops Decide to Share Profits, supra note 103.

\textsuperscript{106} See generally id. (providing example of “a common ration that many worker cooperatives use to distribute [patronage dividends]”).

\textsuperscript{107} See id.


\textsuperscript{109} See Jaffe, supra note 108.
traditional corporations where the ratio between the highest and lowest paid workers can be as vast as 600:1, the pay ratio between the highest- and lowest-paid worker-owners in worker cooperatives is often between 3:1 and 5:1. The limited wage gap of the worker cooperative business model can help create a work environment in which everyone feels valued, thus fostering a positive workplace culture. Further, worker cooperatives foster a more positive workplace culture by offering employment security to their worker-owners. Because worker cooperatives are established to protect workers, they often choose to maintain their workers rather than maximize profits. Finally, because worker-owners are shareholders in their companies, worker cooperatives operate on a democratic basis. This democracy allows worker-owners to participate in company decision-making, allowing for a system in which the workers of a company can determine how they are to be treated.

B. Subchapter T: Taxation of Worker Cooperatives

When an ordinary corporation distributes a dividend to its shareholders, they pay what is often referred to as a “double tax.” First, the corporation is required to pay taxes on its year-

110 Id.
111 See Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 1–3.
112 Why Form Worker Cooperatives?, supra note 108.
113 Id.
114 The Benefits of Worker Cooperatives, DEMOCRACY AT WORK INSTITUTE, http://institute.coop/benefits-worker-cooperatives (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (“[W]orkers at worker cooperatives participate in the profits, oversight, and often management of the organization using democratic practices . . . [and] own the majority of the equity in the business, and control the voting shares.”).
115 Semuels, supra note 94.
116 See Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2 (“When faced with a tradeoff between pursuing profits and maintaining employment, worker coops often choose the latter.”).
117 Jean Murray, What is Double Taxation?, THE BALANCE (Jun. 8, 2016), https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-double-taxation-398210 (noting that “[d]ouble taxation is a term to describe the way taxes are imposed on corporate shareholders and on corporations” and that “[t]he corporation is taxed on its earnings (profits), and the shareholders are taxed again on the dividends they
end earnings. After paying taxes on year-end earnings, corporations may elect to distribute dividends to their shareholders. When shareholders receive dividends from the corporation, the shareholders must include those dividends in their personal taxable income. Thus, the dividend is taxed twice, once at the entity level and once on the personal level of the shareholders.

In contrast to ordinary corporations, Subchapter T of the tax code provides worker cooperatives with their own tax status. The IRS defines a cooperative as “a type of organization formed for the purpose of providing goods or services for its patron-owners, or selling their products.” Businesses that qualify for Subchapter T tax status include farmers’ cooperatives, retailers’ cooperatives, cooperative housing corporations, and urban


118 Id.
119 Murray, supra note 117.
120 Id.
121 Id.; What Is the Double Taxation of Dividends?, supra note 117.
122 See I.R.C. § 1381 (2012); see also Worker Cooperatives and Tax (Subchapter T), CO-OPLAW.ORG, http://www.co-oplaw.org/finances-tax/worker-cooperatives-and-tax/ (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (noting that the tax benefits imposed by Subchapter T are “available to ‘any cooperation operating on a cooperative basis’ . . . [and that] [t]his broad language is evidence that Congress intended subchapter T to apply to a wide variety of entities.”).
123 IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5.
124 See id. (discussing farmer’s cooperatives as Subchapter T cooperatives). “Farmers cooperatives are businesses owned and controlled by farmers, ranchers or growers. Through their cooperatives, farmers are empowered, as elected board members, to make decisions affecting the current and future activities of the cooperative.” What is a Farmer Cooperative?, DFA (May 2011), http://www.dfareform.com/dfamilk/whatisacoop_web05.11.pdf.
125 See I.R.C. § 1381 (noting that qualifying for Subchapter T tax status includes “any cooperation operating on a cooperative basis” absent the specified exception listed in the statute); see also Types of Cooperatives, NEBRASKA COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT CENTER, http://ncdc.unl.edu/typescooperatives.shtml (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (“Retail Cooperatives are a type of ‘consumer cooperative’ which help create retail stores . . . [that] allow consumers the opportunity to supply their own needs, gain bargaining power, and share
consumer cooperatives. In order to qualify for Subchapter T tax treatment, a business must operate on a cooperative basis in its “subordination of capital, democratic control, and operation at cost.” Cooperatives that meet the strict requirements laid out by the tax code and related IRS guidance are able to benefit from taxation under Subchapter T.

The tax treatment of dividends paid by worker cooperatives differs from the “double tax” paid by ordinary corporations. Subchapter T of the tax code states, in relevant part, “[i]n determining the taxable income of an organization to which this part applies, there shall not be taken into account amounts paid during the payment period for the taxable year . . . as patronage dividends . . . in money or other property.” Worker cooperatives can deduct patronage dividends paid to their worker-owners from the cooperative’s gross income, avoiding paying taxes on the cooperative’s earnings that are paid out as patronage dividends. A patronage dividend is an amount paid to a patron by a worker cooperative “on the basis of quantity or value of business done with or for such patron . . . under an obligation of such an organization to pay such amount . . . which is determined by reference to the net earnings of the organization from business done with or for its patrons.” According to the IRS, a patron is “any person . . . with whom or for whom the cooperative does

earnings . . . [and] are organized as communities, or other ‘local groups’, owning their own retail stores.”).

126 Types of Cooperatives, supra note 125 (“Housing cooperatives are a type of service cooperative which provide . . . home owners the opportunity to share costs of home ownership (or building) . . . [and] are organized as an incorporated business formed by people who wish to provide and jointly own their housing.”).
127 IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5.
128 Id.
129 See id.
132 Id.
business on a cooperative basis . . . who bears some risk of loss from dealings with the cooperative.”

The deduction for patronage dividends allows worker cooperatives to operate as a “pass-thru entity where profits” are considered to be a surplus and are returned to worker-owners, thereby avoiding entity level taxes. With the ability to avoid double taxation, the worker cooperative surplus for the year is higher, allowing for a higher payout of patronage dividends to worker-owners. Thus, the benevolent worker cooperative model receives beneficial tax treatment, satisfying the purpose of the tax code.

C. Taxation on the Receipt of Patronage Dividends: How the IRS and Tax Court Have Interpreted Subchapter T

Though allocating patronage dividends to worker-owners allows worker cooperatives to avoid paying entity level taxes, the IRS has been indecisive as to whether the patronage dividends received by worker-owners of worker cooperatives are subject to payroll or self-employment taxes. Generally, employers are

---

134 IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5.
135 Mayer, supra note 8.
136 Worker Cooperatives and Tax (Subchapter T), supra note 122.
137 Mayer, supra note 8.
138 See generally Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System – Why are Taxes So Complicated?, supra note 31 (highlighting the tax codes goals of “fairness, efficiency, and enforceability” and noting that “Congress has used the tax system to influence social policy as well as to deliver benefits to specific groups and industries”). However, the tax code does not elaborate on the definition of surplus in the context of Subchapter T, begging the question of whether worker-owners must be paid a weekly salary for their services to the cooperative, or if they can receive their entire income as a patronage dividend.
139 Worker Cooperatives and Tax (Subchapter T), supra note 122.
required to withhold payroll taxes on the income of their employees.\textsuperscript{141} However, “there are various forms of income that one can earn that are exempt from payroll or self-employment taxes,” including certain types of dividends.\textsuperscript{142}

The Tax Court addressed the issue of whether patronage dividends paid to a shareholder of a cooperative were subject to payroll taxes in \textit{Fultz v. Commissioner}.\textsuperscript{143} The court in \textit{Fultz} held that “patronage dividends received by cooperative members who are doing business with/through the cooperative are subject to self-employment tax” and required the member to pay payroll taxes on the patronage dividend that he received.\textsuperscript{144} The court reasoned that the taxpayer in \textit{Fultz} did not bear the risks of ownership, as he conducted business as a corn farmer independently of the cooperative.\textsuperscript{145} The fact that the taxpayer had a contract with the cooperative to provide corn for them was insufficient to prove that he endured the risks of ownership of the cooperative, and therefore his patronage dividend was subject to self-employment taxes.\textsuperscript{146} Figure 2.2 illustrates the tax liability, according to the Tax Court, of a member of a cooperative who operates a business independently of the cooperative and receives a $100,000 patronage dividend.\textsuperscript{147}

---

\textsuperscript{141} See discussion supra Section I.B.
\textsuperscript{142} Id.
\textsuperscript{143} \textit{Fultz v. C.I.R., T.C.M (RIA) 2005-045. 1, 2 (T.C. 2005).}
\textsuperscript{144} Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra} note 9, at 3 (citing \textit{Fultz, T.C.M (IRA) 2005–045}).
\textsuperscript{145} \textit{Fultz}, T.C.M (RIA) 2005–045, at 12–13. Even though the taxpayer was a member of the cooperative, his business as a corn farmer was independent of his membership to the cooperative, and therefore the Tax Court treated him as a non–employee, subjecting his patronage dividend to self–employment taxes. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{146} See \textit{id.} at 11–13. The argument that the court applied in \textit{Fultz}, that the risks of ownership are required to avoid paying payroll taxes on patronage dividends, is similar to the IRS’s statement that patrons must bear “some risk of loss from dealings with the cooperative” in order to qualify for Subchapter T tax treatment. See IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, \textit{supra} note 3.
\textsuperscript{147} See Wilson, \textit{Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra} note 9, at 5–6 (providing a similar chart pertaining to tax liability to coop member).
**Figure 2.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Income Tax</th>
<th>Employment Tax</th>
<th>Self-employment Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Employee Patronage Dividend</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though the Tax Court concluded that shareholders of worker cooperatives who do not bear the risks of the worker cooperative are required to pay self-employment taxes on the patronage dividends that they receive, as they conducted business with the cooperative, the IRS remained uncertain.\(^{148}\)

Gregory R. Wilson, a recognized expert on Subchapter T,\(^{149}\) distinguished the holding in *Fultz*, arguing that worker-owners who are active employees of worker cooperatives should not be required to pay payroll taxes on the patronage dividends that they receive.\(^{150}\) He reasoned that simply being an employee of a worker cooperative can be distinguished from the ruling in *Fultz*, since *Fultz* involves “a farmer receiving money from a cooperative through which he sells his crop.”\(^{151}\) When a farmer who happens to be a shareholder of a cooperative is paid by his cooperative for his crop, the payments that the farmer receives relate to his trade or business with the cooperative “no differently than if the farmer

---

\(^{148}\) *Id.*

\(^{149}\) *Patronage & Tax*, *supra* note 1. Gregory R. Wilson, Esq. is a tax lawyer in San Francisco, California. *Attorney Profile*, GREGORY R. WILSON, http://www.gwilson.com/profile.htm (last visited Nov. 29, 2017). He received his L.L.M. in tax, with distinction, from Georgetown University Law Center in 1996. *Id.* Wilson was instrumental in convincing the IRS to exempt patronage dividends from self-employment taxes, fighting the cases that were involved in the process. *Patronage & Tax*, *supra* note 130.

\(^{150}\) Wilson, *Taxation of Patronage Dividends*, *supra* note 9, at 3.

\(^{151}\) *Id.*
sold his crop independent of the cooperative.”152 Therefore, because the farmer conducted business with the cooperative, the patronage dividend he received was subject to self-employment taxes.153

By contrast, an employee of a worker cooperative who works for the cooperative on a daily basis does not operate a trade or business independently of the cooperative.154 The employee does not conduct business with the cooperative, as the employee’s trade is solely “being an employee.”155 Therefore, Wilson reasoned, if a member of a worker cooperative is an employee of the cooperative and does not conduct business independently of the cooperative, the patronage dividend that the worker-owner is paid should not be subjected to payroll taxes, as he incurs the risks of ownership.156

After many years of correspondence, the IRS accepted Wilson’s argument and determined that employee members of worker cooperatives are not required to pay self-employment taxes on the patronage dividend that they receive, as their only trade or business is being an employee of the cooperative.157 The IRS reasoned that “in cases where members of a worker cooperative are employees, employees generally do not receive both employment income and self-employment income from the same entity.”158

Though the IRS has allowed worker-owners who are active employees to avoid payroll taxes on the patronage dividends that they receive, the IRS has maintained that when worker-owners are active employees, their weekly salaries are subject to payroll taxes, similar to the employees of ordinary corporations.159 Thus, according to the current IRS interpretation, worker-owners who are employees of their worker cooperatives are required to pay payroll taxes on their income earned as employees, but any patronage

152 Id.
153 Id. at 4.
154 Id. at 3.
155 Id.
156 Id. at 4.
157 Patronage & Tax, supra note 130.
158 Id.
159 See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 4 (discussing that the IRS wanted to treat all income of worker-owners as subject to payroll taxes, but has only conceded that patronage dividends are not subject to payroll taxes when worker-owners are employees).
dividends that they receive can be reported as dividend income, avoiding the extra 15 percent self-employment tax.\footnote{160} Figure 2.3 illustrates the tax savings of an employee member of a worker cooperative who earns $75,000 in annual salary and a $25,000 patronage dividend.\footnote{161}

**Figure 2.3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Income Tax</th>
<th>Employment Tax</th>
<th>Self-employment Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Patronage Dividend</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3 demonstrates that the IRS requires members of worker cooperatives that are also employees to pay payroll taxes on their wages, but not on the patronage dividends that they receive.\footnote{162} The IRS reasons that because worker-owners are employees, they are required to pay payroll taxes on their salaries, and cannot be both employees and independent contractors of the same company.\footnote{163}

The IRS’s determination that worker-owners who are employees do not have to pay self-employment tax on their patronage dividends,\footnote{164} coupled with the court’s holding that shareholders conducting business independent of the cooperative must pay self-employment tax on patronage dividends,\footnote{165} leaves little room for debate. Worker-owners that are employees of their worker cooperative must pay self-employment taxes on their wages, but can avoid self-employment taxes on the patronage

\footnote{160} Id. at 3, 6; *Patronage & Tax*, supra note 130.
\footnote{161} See Wilson, *Taxation of Patronage Dividends*, supra note 9, at 4–6.
\footnote{162} Id.
\footnote{163} *Patronage & Tax*, supra note 130.
\footnote{164} Wilson, *Taxation of Patronage Dividends*, supra note 9, at 4.
dividends received from the cooperative. Shareholders of worker cooperatives not acting as employees of the worker cooperative must pay self-employment payroll taxes on any patronage dividend that they receive from the worker cooperative with which they conduct business. Either way, according to the IRS and the Tax Court, shareholders of worker cooperatives cannot avoid payroll taxes on all of their income.

**D. The IRS and the Tax Court are Wrong: The Subchapter T Tax Loophole**

Contrary to the analyses by the IRS and Tax Court, an accurate reading of Subchapter T allows worker-owners of worker cooperatives to avoid paying payroll and self-employment taxes on their entire income. Based on the holdings of the IRS and the Tax Court, Gregory Wilson concluded that worker-owners who are employees can avoid payroll taxes, provided that they are paid “reasonable compensation” in salary for the services that they provide to their worker cooperative. Wilson likens worker-owners of worker cooperatives to “employee-shareholders of corporations” who do not have to pay self-employment taxes on stock dividends provided that they are paid a “reasonable compensation and not attempt to characterize too much of the corporation’s income as dividends (in order to avoid employment taxes).” Wilson argues that akin to employee-shareholders receiving a stock dividend, employees of worker cooperatives that are paid “reasonable compensation” for their services are likely to

166 I.R.C. § 3101–3102 (discussing payroll tax on employees); see Payroll Taxes Explained, supra note 67; see also Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 6 (“Under current law, an employee-member of a worker cooperative (formed as a corporation) certainly has reasonable basis to take the position that his or her patronage dividend is not subject to self-employment tax.”).

167 *Fultz, T.C. Memo. 2005–45*, at 13; see *Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra* note 9, at 3.

168 *Fultz, T.C. Memo. 2005–45*, at 13; see *Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra* note 9, at 3; *Patronage & Tax, supra* note 130 (discussing employment and self-employment tax).

169 *Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra* note 9, at 4.

170 *Id.*
be able to avoid paying self-employment taxes on any patronage dividend that they receive.\textsuperscript{171}

However, Wilson’s conclusion that employees of worker cooperatives must be paid “reasonable compensation” for their services\textsuperscript{172} is ill-founded. Though it is true that employees of worker cooperatives do not need to pay self-employment taxes on the patronage dividends that they receive,\textsuperscript{173} there is no requirement that they must receive “reasonable compensation” for their services, as Wilson suggests.\textsuperscript{174}

Subchapter S of the tax code demonstrates that the “reasonable compensation” requirement does not apply to Subchapter T worker cooperatives.\textsuperscript{175} Subchapter S states, in relevant part, “[i]f an individual who is a member of the family . . . of one or more shareholders of an S corporation renders services for the corporation . . . without receiving reasonable compensation therefor, the Secretary shall make such adjustments in the items taken into account by such individual.”\textsuperscript{176} This provision exists in Subchapter S in order to prevent corporations and their shareholders from avoiding payroll taxes.\textsuperscript{177} By contrast to the “reasonable compensation” requirement mentioned in Subchapter S, Subchapter T makes \textit{no mention} of a “reasonable compensation”

\textsuperscript{171} Id. Wilson reasons that the “reasonable compensation” requirement will prove to the IRS that worker-owners of patronage dividends are not attempting to avoid employment taxes. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{173} Id.; see Wilson, \textit{Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?}, supra note 9 (noting that “[i]t appears that the IRS National Office concluded that patronage dividends paid by worker cooperatives are indeed not subject to SE [Self-Employment] tax.”).

\textsuperscript{174} \textit{See id.}

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{See} I.R.C. § 1366 (2012) (specifically requiring Subchapter S shareholders to earn a reasonable salary for their work).

\textsuperscript{176} § 1366 (e).

\textsuperscript{177} \textit{See} Tony Nitti, \textit{Tax Geek Tuesday: Reasonable Compensation in the S Corporation Arena}, \textit{FORBES} (Feb. 4, 2014), https://www.forbes.com/sites/anthonyitti/2014/02/04/tax-geek-tuesday-reasonable-compensation-in-the-s-corporation-arena/#5c1b9eed4790 (discussing the IRS’ attempts to prevent S Corporations from reducing their employees’ compensation to lower their payroll taxes).
requirement for patronage dividends.  They have interpreted the tax code incorrectly based on an analysis of “reasonable compensation” that is not present in Subchapter T. Whereas other sections of the tax code address the issue of disguising employment compensation as a dividend to avoid payroll taxes by requiring that employees must be paid “reasonable compensation” for their work, Subchapter T leaves out the provision. Because the language of Subchapter T does not require worker-owners to be paid “reasonable compensation” for their work, the tax code leaves open the possibility that worker cooperatives can structure the entire compensation of their worker-owners as patronage dividends, rather than as wages, thereby avoiding payroll taxes entirely. Additionally, because worker-owners are simply employees, and do not conduct business with or through the worker cooperative, their patronage dividends will not be subject to self-employment taxes, as the IRS and the Tax Court have already conceded.
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180 See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9.
182 See generally I.R.C. § 1385.
183 See id.
184 See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9 (discussing that the IRS wanted to treat all income of worker-owners as subject to payroll taxes, but has conceded that patronage dividends are not subject to payroll taxes when worker-owners are employees); see also Wilson, Are Cooperative Patronage Dividends Subject to Employment Tax?, supra note 9 (noting that the IRS’ determination that “patronage dividends paid by worker cooperatives are indeed not subject to SE [Self-Employment] tax” was based on determination that “worker/members are employees of the cooperative and employees
Although the IRS is likely to respond that the new patronage dividend is a disguised salary for worker-owner employees, they have already conceded that patronage dividends paid to worker-owners who are employees should be treated as a dividend for tax purposes, and should therefore be exempt from payroll and self-employment taxes.\(^\text{185}\) Because there is no “reasonable salary” requirement in Subchapter T,\(^\text{186}\) the IRS should concede that worker-owners who are employees are exempt from payroll and self-employment taxes on any money that they are paid as patronage dividends, even if worker-owners receive their entire compensation as patronage dividends.

III. Worker Cooperatives Deserve Better Tax Treatment: Promoting a More Balanced System of Tax Loopholes

Though a plain reading of Subchapter T of the tax code allows for worker-owners to treat their entire income as patronage dividends, the IRS has not interpreted the tax code in that way.\(^\text{187}\) However, the IRS should reverse its policy. If the tax code is supposed to promote fairness and equality,\(^\text{188}\) there cannot be two sets of rules. If the IRS refuses to close loopholes that uniquely benefit wealthy taxpayers,\(^\text{189}\) they ought to turn a blind eye to a loophole that will benefit the working class—the class that it was intended to benefit.\(^\text{190}\)

---

\(^\text{185}\) See Wilson, *Taxation of Patronage Dividends*, supra note 9, at 4 (noting that the “IRC and case law clearly state that stock dividends paid to employee-shareholders of corporations are not subject to self-employment tax”).

\(^\text{186}\) See generally I.R.C. § 1385 (discussing what is included in the calculation of gross income).

\(^\text{187}\) Wilson, *Taxation of Patronage Dividends*, supra note 9, at 3.

\(^\text{188}\) See *Key Elements of the U.S. Tax System – Why are Taxes So Complicated?*, supra note 31.

\(^\text{189}\) Berr, *supra* note 35.

\(^\text{190}\) See IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, *supra* note 5 (laying out the criteria for Subchapter T tax status).
A. Abuse of the “Small Business” Designation

Wealthy corporations, politicians, and citizens alike have historically abused our complicated tax system.\textsuperscript{191} As a prime example, prior to joining the Senate in 1999, John Edwards was a successful trial attorney, earning more than $26 million for his services in 1997 alone.\textsuperscript{192} A savvy taxpayer, Edwards reported personal income of $360,000 for the same year, an amount so disproportionate to his true earnings, due to the tax loophole contained in Subchapter S of the tax code, that it is now referred to as the “Gingrich/Edwards” loophole.\textsuperscript{193} To accomplish this, Edwards established his business as an S corporation, a small business corporation that elects to pass its “corporate income, losses, deductions and credits through to its investors and shareholders for federal tax purposes.”\textsuperscript{194} Under Subchapter S, profits earned by employee shareholders of an S corporation can be treated as gains of the corporation, rather than as personal income to employees, as long as shareholders are salaried “reasonable compensation” for their services.\textsuperscript{195} Using this tax loophole, Edwards was able to treat most of his income as earnings of his S corporation, thereby avoiding nearly $600,000 in payroll taxes from 1995 to 1999.\textsuperscript{196} Similarly, Newt Gingrich, the former speaker of the House, reported $444,327 in personal income for


\textsuperscript{193} See sources cited supra note 192.

\textsuperscript{194} Koba, supra note 192; IRS, \textit{Subchapter S Corporations}, supra note 74.

\textsuperscript{195} I.R.C. § 1366 (2007).

\textsuperscript{196} Moss & Zernike, supra note 192; see Koba, supra note 192.
2010, while his S corporations reported earnings of $2.4 million.197 Gingrich’s use of Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code allowed him to avoid approximately $69,000 in Medicare payroll taxes.198 The salaries that both Edwards and Gingrich reported were considered “reasonable compensation,”199 an utter exploitation of our tax system. Indeed, the “Gingrich/Edwards” tax loophole has severe tax implications; in 2009, the Government Accountability Office reported that “people who used the loophole underreported about $23.6 billion in compensation in 2003 and 2004.”200

The tax status of an S Corporation was created by Congress under President Dwight Eisenhower during a time when the corporate tax rate was so high that it was difficult for entrepreneurs and small businesses to survive.201 Though Congress intended for Subchapter S to help small businesses avoid double taxation,202 proponents of tax reform argue that the original intention of Congress is not being fulfilled, as big businesses and wealthy individuals are the ones that truly benefit.203 In 2006, “only 2.2% of all S corps . . . received 51.9 percent of the total business profits for S corporations,” demonstrating that large companies with vast resources use Subchapter S to avoid paying corporate taxes.204 Though Subchapter S was not created to help wealthy business


198 Koba, supra note 192.

199 See id.

200 Id. (citing U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-10-195, ACTIONS NEEDED TO ADDRESS NONCOMPLIANCE WITH S CORPORATION TAX RULES 25 (2009)).


202 See id.


owners and large corporations, the IRS has allowed people like John Edwards and Newt Gingrich to take advantage of Subchapter S.\textsuperscript{205} This abuse is a failure of our tax system,\textsuperscript{206} and supports the idea that the IRS ought to allow middle class workers to take advantage of tax loopholes like the one found in Subchapter T, rather than leaving loopholes open for the rich and closing them off to everyone else.

Using the loophole found in Subchapter T is sure to benefit the class of its intended benefit, the working class.\textsuperscript{207} Allowing worker-owners who are employees to avoid payroll taxes is socially beneficial and draws a strong distinction between those tax loopholes that are able to be abused and those that are used to properly benefit those that deserve it.\textsuperscript{208} While the IRS turns a blind eye to the plethora of tax abuse executed by wealthy taxpayers,\textsuperscript{209} the middle-class worker is left behind.\textsuperscript{210} The Subchapter T tax loophole, if allowed by the IRS, will benefit businesses that provide better opportunities for their workers.\textsuperscript{211} If the IRS wants to enforce the tax code, as its charter proclaims,\textsuperscript{212} it will allow worker cooperative owners to take advantage of the Subchapter T tax loophole, allowing workers to take equal advantage of our tax system.

\textsuperscript{205} Koba, supra note 192.
\textsuperscript{206} See Jake Blumgart, 4 Ways Government Policy Favors the Rich and Keeps the Rest of Us Poor, ALTERNET (Sep. 2, 2011), http://www.alternet.org/story/152284/4_ways_government_policy_favors_the_rich_and_keeps_the_rest_of_us_poor (arguing that the government lets wealthy taxpayers “keep their earnings . . . tax free”).
\textsuperscript{207} See IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5 (laying out the criteria for Subchapter T tax status).
\textsuperscript{208} Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 15.
\textsuperscript{209} See Blumgart, supra note 206.
\textsuperscript{210} See Sean Colarossi, Millions Of Middle-Class Families Will See Tax Increases Under The Trump Plan, POLITICUSUSA (Nov. 25, 2016), http://www.politicususa.com/2016/11/25/millions-middle-class-families-tax-increases-trump-plan.html (describing how taxes on the middle class are going to increase).
\textsuperscript{211} Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 15.
\textsuperscript{212} IRS Strategic Plan, supra note 31.
The Subchapter T tax loophole mirrors the *IRS-sanctioned* “carried interest” tax loophole that allows hedge fund managers to avoid payroll taxes.\(^\text{213}\) Hedge funds are “alternative investment vehicle[s],”\(^\text{214}\) that are managed by sophisticated investors who earn a fee for their management, which is subject to employment taxes and payroll taxes.\(^\text{215}\) However, most income of the income that hedge fund managers are paid is categorized as “carried interest,” taxable at the capital gains tax rate, a maximum rate of 20 percent of what the fund earns.\(^\text{216}\) This categorization allows hedge fund managers to avoid payroll taxes on most of their income and allows them to pay a significantly lower tax rate than the rate they would normally be required to pay.\(^\text{217}\) Defenders of this tax loophole have argued that “carried interest” payments to hedge fund managers are a reward for their fund’s successful year.\(^\text{218}\) They argue that since hedge fund managers bear the risks of their fund’s investments, as their salaries are contingent on the fund’s performance, hedge fund managers are more like entrepreneurs than they are employees, and thus, they should be taxed at a lower rate.\(^\text{219}\)

Since the IRS allows the wealthiest to skirt their responsibility based on enduring the risk of ownership, they ought to do the same for hard-working worker-owners, whose salaries are dependent on


\[^{215}\text{Id.; see Baker, *supra* note 213 (discussing “the hedge fund manager’s tax break”).}\]

\[^{216}\text{Baker, *supra* note 213.}\]

\[^{217}\text{Id.}\]


\[^{219}\text{Id.}\]
their worker cooperative’s annual performance. Since worker-owners are paid patronage dividends that are directly based on their own cooperative’s financial success, they are more like entrepreneurs than they are employees, and thus, like hedge fund managers, they deserve to be taxed at a lower rate. Like capital gains, patronage dividends received by worker-owners are a reward for a successful year and deserve to be treated as such.

Furthermore, Subchapter T of the tax code suggests that worker-owners are more like owners than they are employees. Subchapter T allows worker cooperatives to offer their worker-owners a patronage dividend in the form of a “written notice of allocation” as long as patrons are paid 20 percent of the patronage dividend in cash. Worker-owners can collectively choose to reinvest the money that would be paid to them as patronage dividends, provided that they are paid 20 percent in cash in order to be able to pay taxes on their patronage dividends. This provision is telling, as it requires worker cooperatives to pay worker-owners 20 percent in cash, the maximum rate of the capital gains tax, suggesting that the authors of the tax code intended for patronage dividends to be excluded from payroll and self-employment taxes.

The authors of Subchapter T intended to treat worker-owners of worker cooperatives as owners, rather than as employees. First, not only did the authors of the code fail to include a provision requiring worker-owners to be paid “reasonable compensation,” they did not even go as far as to comment on

---

220 See id.; cf. Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 17.
221 Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 17
222 See id. at 8.
224 See id.
225 I.R.C. § 1388 (c)(1)(B).
226 See id.; see also Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 77, 81.
227 See I.R.C. § 1388 (c)(1)(B); Baker, supra note 213.
229 See I.R.C. § 1381 (c)(1)(B).
230 See id.
whether worker-owners should be paid any salary at all.\textsuperscript{231} The absence speak volumes, indicating that the authors of the tax code intended for Subchapter T to be treated differently than other sections of the tax code.\textsuperscript{232} Second, the authors of the code required that, in the event of reinvestment, worker-owners must be paid at least 20 percent of their patronage dividend in cash in order to pay taxes on their patronage dividend.\textsuperscript{233} This clearly demonstrates that the authors of the tax code considered the effective tax rate of the patronage dividends, and determined that it would not exceed 20 percent, the maximum tax rate for capital gains tax.\textsuperscript{234} The result is the Subchapter T tax “loophole,” the notion that the authors of the code intended for worker-owners to avoid paying payroll taxes on their entire income.

While the tax treatment of hedge fund managers is controversial, it has not yet been changed.\textsuperscript{235} Though many politicians have come out in favor of closing the “carried interest” tax loophole, stating that the tax system is making the rich richer,\textsuperscript{236} it is doubtful that ordinary Americans would be similarly outraged about worker cooperative owners receiving a similar tax break, as worker cooperatives allow for the creation of a larger middle class\textsuperscript{237} by offering ownership to all workers at each level of the cooperative.\textsuperscript{238}

Based on the language of the tax code, the intent of the legislators who enacted Subchapter T,\textsuperscript{239} and the common desire

\textsuperscript{231}See generally I.R.C. § 1381–1383, 1385, 1388 (making no mention of a reasonable salary requirement, nor prohibiting treating all income as a patronage dividend).

\textsuperscript{232}See id.

\textsuperscript{233}I.R.C. § 1388 (c)(1)(B).

\textsuperscript{234}See id.

\textsuperscript{235}See Baker, supra note 213 (discussing how the “carried interest” loophole is just making hedge fund managers richer).


\textsuperscript{237}See Jaffe, supra note 108 (discussing how worker cooperatives help combat the problem of income inequality).

\textsuperscript{238}See Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 4, 8, 17.

\textsuperscript{239}See I.R.C. § 1381 (2012).
for a larger middle class, the IRS ought to offer worker-owners the similar tax loophole to the one used by hedge fund managers to avoid payroll taxes. As depicted in Figure 3.1, based on the Subchapter T tax loophole, worker-owners earning $100,000 annually should be able to treat their income as follows:

**Figure 3.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Income Tax</th>
<th>Employment Tax</th>
<th>Self-employment Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wages</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patronage Dividend</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This tax treatment would allow worker-owners to save approximately 15 percent on payroll taxes and creates a loophole for workers who incur the risks of ownership. While a small portion of a hedge fund manager’s salary is treated as ordinary income, most of their income is treated in the same way as the chart above illustrates, and they earn substantially more than the average working-class American. Until the system is

---


241 See id.

242 See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 3 (noting that the employment tax is approximately 15 percent); see also Federal Tax Information, PAYROLL TAXES, http://www.payroll-taxes.com/federal-tax (last visited Nov. 29, 2017) (providing Federal tax withholding formula, including for employment tax).


244 See Baker, supra note 213 (noting that application of the hedge fund manager’s tax break means that “[f]or a successful manager earning $10 million, the savings come to $1,960,00” and for a manager “earn[ing] 100 million, the savings would be equal to $19,600,00”.)
changed, the 99 percent deserve the same treatment as the 1 percent.

IV. ALTERNATE SOLUTION: EMPLOYEES V. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS V. NEW TAX STATUS

The time is right for significant change. In its determination that worker-owners of worker cooperatives cannot avoid payroll taxes, the IRS utilized the notion that worker-owners are either employees or they are self-employed independent contractors.\(^{245}\) The IRS has based this opinion around an outdated conception of workers in an archaic workforce. The IRS and Tax Court should reject their previous notions of such a worker and recognize a new classification of worker operating under Subchapter T.

The recent boom of the sharing economy with the creation of companies like Uber,\(^{246}\) Lyft,\(^{247}\) and Juno\(^{248}\) has created challenging tax questions about workers in the United States.\(^{249}\)

\(^{245}\) See Patronage & Tax, supra note 130 (citing IRS conclusion that “in cases where members of a worker cooperative are employees, employees generally do not receive both employment income and self-employment income from the same entity” and thus “patronage refunds from a worker cooperative are not subject to self-employment tax.”).


\(^{247}\) Like Uber, Lyft is a ride-sharing phone application whose mission is to “reconnect people and communities through better transportation.” Accelerating the Lyft Movement, LYFT BLOG (March 11, 2015), https://blog.lyft.com/posts/2015/3/11/accelerating-the-lyft-movement.

\(^{248}\) Juno is at the forefront of change in the ridesharing market, as they believe in protecting drivers and profit-sharing. See Sarah Ashley O’Brien, Uber Competitor Says Its Drivers Will Own the Company, CNN TECH (Feb. 20, 2016), http://money.cnn.com/2016/02/19/technology/meet-uber-competitor-juno/index.html. Should the worker cooperative business model be accepted by the ridesharing economy, companies like Juno that want to share profits with their workers will likely be at the front of the movement. Id. The Subchapter T tax loophole will serve to drive this change and will further incentivize companies like Juno to protect their workers.

\(^{249}\) See Evan Hamilton, 7 Important Lessons for Startups in the Sharing Economy from Lyft, Storefront, Yerdle, and Boatbound, CMX, http://cmxhub.com/7-lessons-on-building-community-in-the-sharing-economy-
Lyft drivers are considered independent contractors for tax purposes, and they must pay self-employment taxes on the money that they earn.\textsuperscript{250} Drivers in the ride-sharing economy are generally not protected as employees, as they are financially responsible for their own injuries and their salaries are dependent on the amount that they drive and on the availability of business.\textsuperscript{251} Based on those factors, it seems as though drivers in the sharing economy incur many risks of ownership.\textsuperscript{252} However, the tax code treats them as independent contractors for tax purposes,\textsuperscript{253} and they must pay the same self-employment taxes as ordinary employees who receive benefits and protections of their employer.\textsuperscript{254}


\textsuperscript{251} See Julie Bawden-Davis, \textit{5 Reasons Uber Can Be A Risky Choice (For Drivers And Passengers)}, SUPERMONEY (last updated Oct. 1, 2017), https://www.supercarmony.com/2016/05/5-reasons-uber-can-risky-choice-drivers-passengers/; see also Diana Kruzman, \textit{Some Uber Drivers Work Dangerously Long Shifts}, USA TODAY (July 10, 2017) https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2017/07/10/some-uber-drivers-work-dangerously-long-shifts/103090682/ (citing concern that drives are working “up to 16 hours a day because of low pay or tempting incentives” and that Uber sends drivers notifications “if they aren’t picking up enough passengers” stating that “they need to take on more rides if they want to keep driving for Uber”).

\textsuperscript{252} Id.

\textsuperscript{253} See Vesey, supra note 250 (noting that “Lyft drivers . . . are independent contractors” and that they must pay “self-employment taxes” among other costs).

This is entirely inequitable. If workers are not afforded the same protections as ordinary employees, why must they be taxed at the same rate as ordinary employees? The tax code provides provisions to support the idea that those who incur the risks of ownership deserve more favorable taxation including the tax treatment of capital gains, S corporations, and worker cooperatives. However, when it comes to working-class citizens who technically do not own their companies, the IRS requires them to pay taxes as either employees or independent contractors, forcing them to pay payroll taxes on their income one way or another.

The two categories of taxpayers are limiting and are not representative of the true differences between different types of working-class citizens. Akin to drivers in the ride-sharing economy, worker-owners incur the risks of ownership, as they have a stake in the game in their jointly owned cooperatives. They are not ordinary employees, nor are they ordinary owners. However, the IRS and the Tax Court have required worker-owners to fit into one of two categories of employment, ignoring the possibility of creating a third category of employment.

There is a solution to this problem, though it may lead to some administrative complexity. A new tax status for workers who incur the risks of ownership is necessary in our newly evolved economy. There are many people working in the sharing economy who are more than employees, as they incur risks of ownership,

Sept. 11, 2017) (explaining that self-employed individuals are generally required to pay self-employment taxes as well as income taxes).


Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 8–10.

See id. at 1, 3.

See Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 1–3.

See Stone, supra note 54.
and less than owners, as they have not established themselves as business entities.\textsuperscript{263} A new tax status allowing these in-betweener
to treat their income more like a capital gain and less like a salary
would support many policy goals.

First, this new tax status would allow the Subchapter T
loophole to thrive, as worker-owners would not need to be
classified as employees or independent contractors, allowing them
to treat their entire income as patronage dividends. Additionally,
this new tax status, reserved for worker-owners and similar
workers who incur the risks of ownership and whose paychecks
depend on their individual performance,\textsuperscript{264} would provide stability
to those with an entrepreneurial spirit and the courage to take risks.
Finally, because worker cooperatives and similar business models
provide great social value to their workers and communities,\textsuperscript{265} a
new tax status for worker-owners and members of the sharing
economy would be a way for the government to support socially
beneficial business models. Offering worker-owners and workers
in the sharing economy a break on payroll taxes would convey to
the world that the United States government supports business,
entrepreneurship, and more importantly, fairness.\textsuperscript{266}

CONCLUSION

The IRS and the United States Tax Court have consistently
maintained that worker-owners of worker cooperatives must either
pay payroll taxes as employees or self-employment taxes as
independent contractors.\textsuperscript{267} Using the language of Subchapter T
and other sections of the code, this Note has demonstrated that
worker-owners of worker cooperatives can treat their entire income
as patronage dividends, avoiding payroll taxes, on the condition
that they are employees of their worker cooperatives.\textsuperscript{268} While the

\textsuperscript{263} Bawden–Davis, supra note 251.
\textsuperscript{264} Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 2, 8–10; Vesey, supra note 250.
\textsuperscript{265} Think Outside the Boss, supra note 2, at 1, 3–4.
\textsuperscript{266} See IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5; see
also CICOPA, supra note 5; IRS Strategic Plan, supra note 31 (articulating the
goals of the IRS in serving taxpayers including and fairness).
\textsuperscript{267} Wilson, Taxation of Patronage Dividends, supra note 9, at 1–3.
\textsuperscript{268} See discussion supra Section III.D.
IRS may not accept this argument, considering a new worker status for worker cooperative owners would be prudent, as it would serve many stated policy goals of the tax code including entrepreneurship, equality, and fairness.\footnote{269 See IRC Section 521 Exempt Farmers’ Cooperatives, supra note 5; see also CICOPA, supra note 5.}